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U.S. DOJ probes Zoom’s purchase of Five9 over China links
The U.S. Department of Justice has opened an investigation into Zoom Video Communications’ deal to buy American
software company Five9, citing potential national security risks posed by foreign participation. In July, Zoom had
announced an all-stock deal to acquire Five9 for USD 14.7 billion, contingent on Federal Communications Commission
(“FCC”) approval. The DOJ had requested that the FCC defer its decision on the acquisition, pending review by an
interagency committee tasked in 2020 with ensuring U.S. telecommunications security against the backdrop of
mounting U.S.-China tensions. Zoom has recently faced multiple investigations from U.S. authorities, focused on the
firm’s reliance on China-based developers and susceptibility to coercion by the Chinese government. In December
2020, the DOJ charged one of Zoom’s China-based employees with “conspiracy to commit interstate harassment and
unlawful conspiracy to transfer a means of identification,” based on an alleged scheme to disrupt Zoom meetings
commemorating the 1989 Tiananmen Square Massacre. If approved by regulators and Five9 shareholders, the merger
will be expected to close in the first half of 2022.
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